
Congratulations! You have purchased an  
awesome shoe. Thank you so much for  
letting us be a part of lighting up your 
life. As well as being a shoe, this is an  
electronic device so please be careful  
with it. Take care when inserting the  
charger cable as the pins are delicate. 
To prolong the life of the LED lights  
please do not play soccer or rugby with it  
Charging instructions 
* When the lights do not switch on anymore  
recharge the battery by using the twin charger  
cable included with your purchase. Insert pins  
carefully making sure the pins are aligned.  
While it is charging red lights will flash around  
the shoe. Some models may not have charging  
lights. This does not mean that it is not  
charging. When it is done charging the lights will  
stop flashing. 
Cleaning instructions: 
* Brush off any dirt with a soft brush.  
* Do not immerse in water 
* Wipe clean with any liquid soap and water  
solution. Leave to air dry. 
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